
Crime Figures For November 01/11/2022- 28/11/2022 
 

01/11/2022- Road Related 
Caller reporting a vehicle driving erratically on the A66, close to the Evans Halshaw garage. Caller 
unable to confirm the VRM for checks to be conducted. 

03/11/2022- Vehicle Criminal Damage 
Caller reporting on behalf of their partner. Partner has noticed a small hole in their passenger side 
car door and believes it could be from a gun pellet. Vehicle has been parked on Sockburn Lane. 
Appointment given to caller/ partner and incident ultimately crimed as criminal damage. Crime is 
currently under investigation.  

04/11/2022- Lost / Found Property 
Caller reporting, they have come across a quad bike in some woods close to Hurworth Moor and 
they believe it could have been stolen. Details of the bike passed to the call handler and the relevant 
checks have been conducted. PCSO investigating further by contacting Officer currently investigating 
a quad theft, near to where the bike was found.  

09/11/2022- Highway Disruption 
Caller is reporting that a power cable appears to have fallen and is currently across the road, on 
Dibdale Road. Caller states that cars can pass through, but any larger vehicles may struggle to get 
underneath the wire. Northern PowerGrid Made aware and will attend.  

12/11/2022- Criminal Damage 
Caller reporting that a window in their house has been put out, on The Oval. Incident has been 
crimed and is under investigation.   

14/11/2022- Suspicious/ Insecure 
Caller reporting that on the 13/11/22, their neighbours have challenged 5x males along Sockburn 
Lane as they were unsure of their presence. The males stated they had been directed to the location 
in order to buy a greenhouse. Details for the vehicle passed to call handler and the relevant checks 
completed. Males have left the area; however, caller wanted the incident logging.  

 14/11/2022- Highway Disruption 
Caller reporting that there is a vehicle parked on Westfield Drive, that is insecure and has its engine 
running. It has been there since 08:00 hrs and the report was made at approximately 16:40 hrs. 
Checks done on the vehicle to obtain owner details. Owner found, who was unaware the vehicle had 
been left insecure/ turned on.  

18/11/2022- Suspicious/ Insecure 
Caller reporting on behalf of an elderly neighbour residing along Croft Road. Neighbour believes 
someone may have tampered with the burglar alarm / internet cables on the side of their property. 
Officers attended and confirmed no offences have been committed. Reassurance provided to the 
neighbour and all phone lines/ alarms confirmed to be working.  



20/11/2022- Highway Disruption 
Caller reporting that there is a large cow on the A66, heading towards the A1. Offices attended; area 
search no trace for the cow.  

20/11/2022- Concern/ Collapse/ Injury/ Illness 
Caller advises that they were in the Fox & Hounds pub earlier that evening when a female has come 
in and didn’t purchase anything. Staff have asked if she was ok and needed any help, to which the 
female said no and quickly left. Due to her suspicious activity, caller just wanted to report the female 
should a welfare check need to be conducted. Officers attended; area search no trace for the 
female.  

22/11/2022- Theft & Handling 
Caller reporting that a trailer has been stolen from the Dinsdale Golf Club. Incident has been crimed 
and is under investigation.  

22/11/2022- AB Nuisance 
Caller reporting that they have just seen a bike with two riders, travelling along Croft Road. The bike 
had no VRM and no lights on, making it difficult to see. Observations passed for the bike, no further 
calls / details received for the bike.  

25/11/2022- Alarm False 
Alarm going off at an address on Sockburn Lane, Officers attended and confirmed false alarm.  

 

 

** Numerous Abandoned/ Silent / Hoax Calls received. Each were investigated until call handlers 
could confirm assistance was not required. ** 

  


